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Asymptotic Sum Rules*
MYRON BANDERt
Department of Physics, IInioersity of California, Irene, California
J. D. BIORZEN
Stanford Linear Accelerator Center, Stanford University, Stanford, California
(Received 8 May 1968)
New sum rules from current algebra valid in the limit of large negative four-momentum squared of the
current are obtained; some of these depend upon commutators of space components of the current densities.
They contain convergence factors which make their validity plausible on most models of high-energy be-
havior, with the Regge-pole model being one of them. With one exception, their utility consists of placing
constraints upon models of hadrons designed to saturate the current-algebra scheme.
I. INTRODUCTION
UM rules derived from current commutation rela-
~
~
tions have thus far been restricted to relations in-
volving the maximum helicity-Rip part of the current-
particle scattering amplitude, and thus, based on
Regge-pole arguments, the most convergent amplitudes. '
Analogous sum rules naively derived for other ampli-
tudes are not expected to hold' because of the inter-
locking morass of Schwinger terms, disconnected
diagrams, and subtractions in dispersion relations. We
may, however, suspect more relations at large spacelike
masses, Q', of the virtual particles associated with the
currents. A heuristic argument for this hope may be
obtained from analogy with nuclear physics. ' If we con-
sider the hadrons to be made up of other "simpler"
constituents then at large current masses Q' or equiva-
lently small wavelengths, we sample the constituents
incoherently and expect multiparticle correlations to
vanish. For finite Q, it is these correlations that prevent
us from obtaining new sum rules.
With one exception all the relations derived have no
inilnediate possibility of experimental verification, as
at large negative Q' no simple pole dominance is ex-
pected to be valid. The one exception is a sum rule de-
vised previously4 which bounds backward high-energy
electron scattering. A possible utility of these rules is
that they place constraints on possible hadron models
that may be constructed to saturate the current-
algebra scheme.
In Sec. II the kinematics, crossing properties, dis-
persion relations, and various asymptotic relations for
the current-particle scattering amplitude are presented.
In Sec. III the sum rules are derived in the Qe-+ i~
* Work supported in part by the U. S. Atomic Energy Commis-
sion and the National Science Foundation.
t Alfred P. Sloan Foundation Fellow.
' For a recent review, see the report of W. I. Weisberger, in
Proceedings of the International Conference on Particles and Fields,
rochester, 1967 (Interscience Publishers, Inc. , New York, 1967).
' S. Adler and R. Dashen, CNrrent Algebras (W. A. Benjamin,
inc. , New York, 1967).
~ See, for example, the review of Y. de Forest and J. Walecka,
Advan. Phys. 15, 1 (1966).
e J. Bjorken, Phys. Rev. 163, 1767 (1967).
limit, ' and these results are discussed in Sec. IV. Some
details of the calculations are listed in the Appendix.
Pl+ql ~ P2+q2 y
and introduce the variables
(2.1)
Pl+P2 p
A= p2 —pl= ql —qs,
Q= ql+q2,
o=P Q, t=A2, 8=6 Q=qis —q22.
We now study the covariant amplitude
M„, ~(P,Q, A) = —(22r)'i(4coitos)'"
(2.2)
+possible polynomials in (P,,q;). (2.3)
In the above, the j's are Gell-Mann's' currents with the
superscript referring to U(3)c)U(3) indices; co;= (p,'
+rn, s)'t2, the energy of the state. The difference between
the covariant amplitude M„, ~ (def'Ined as the response
of the S matrix to the variation of external sources
coupled to the currents in questions) and the retarded
product is an operator localized at x„=0, and hence its
Fourier transform is a polynomial. ' Hereafter we shall
2 J. Bjorken, Phys. Rev. 148, 1467 (1966).
6 M. Gell-Mann, Phys. Rev. 125, 1062 (1962).
~ This point of view is eloquently expressed by J. S. Bell, Nuovo
Cimento SO, 129 (1967).
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II. KINEMATICS, CROSSING PROPERTIES,
DISPERSION RELATIONS, AND
ASYMPTOTICS
The commutator of the currents will be sandwiched,
for simplicity, between spin-zero hadron states. In the
forward direction, the same analysis applies to spin-
averaged amplitudes. We then consider the scattering
of a current of momentum qi on a state of momentum
Pl to a current of momentum q2 and a state of momen-
'tuIIl p2 .'
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assume that the polynomial is no worse than a constant
already encountered in the vacuum expectation value.
The nature of this constant and the consistency of this
assumption will appear subsequently. The covariant
expansion of 3f„,& is, for the case of states and currents
of the same parity,
M„„-s=P„P„A,-s+ (P„Q„+P„Q„)A,-s
+ (P„Q„—P„Q„)Ag ~+ (P„A„+P„D„)A4~
+(P„h„P„d„)A—+ (Q„h„+Q„h„)A
+(Q.~. Q.—~.)A7'+Q.Q.As'
+h„t) „A g ~+g„,A ip ~.
integral behave as
( Q
= lim
Qo—+soo
Pp p)" ImA, ~(v', t Q'b)
dv', (2.7)
n+1
and asymptotically we are left with a polynomial in
Qp. A heuristic argument for this comes from the struc-
ture of the Jost-Lehmann-Dyson' representation, which
we assume to be unsubtracted:
Crossing symmetry tells us
with
A; &(v, t,Qg, b) =rt;A~ (—v, t,Q', 8)—(2.5) p; s(P,h, u, s)A; t'= d4u ds (Q—u)' —s (2 8)
g7;=+1, i=1,3,4,7,8,9,10
= —1, i=2,5,6.
with the I integration going over a finite regon. In the
Qp —g i po limit we may expand as follows:
We likewise assume that for large spacelike Q' and
fixed t and 8, the A s satisfy usual dispersion relations
in P and their asymptotic behavior in this variable is
governed by the Regge-pole hypothesis for the absorp-
tive parts of the A )s.s Thus A&, A2, and A5 satisfy
unsubtracted dispersion relations. All others have one
subtraction except for A6, which has two:
"ImA( 'v, t, Q,s)bA;&=- dP ) 'L= 1)2)5
P V
v
" ImA, (v', t,Q' b)A;s=A, (0,t,Qg, &)+-
V P P
2Q u
A; ~g d4u ds pP~ + + ~ ~ ~ . (2.9)
Qg s (Qg s)2
If the asymptotic behavior in s is reasonable, then this
leads to the answer below. With all the dangers inherent
in using any representations for determining asymp-
totic behavior, the above is at best a plausibility argu-
ment. Thus the limiting relations are
A; ~(v, t,Qg, b) —& A. (0s,t,Q =g—po,0)
+v 8A p'(O, t,Qg= —po,0)/8v
+88A p~(0 t Qg, O)/88 (2.10)
8A p~(O, t,Qg, b)
Ap &=Ay&(0, t Qs 8)+v
3 4 7 g 9 10 for i&6, and for i=6 we likewise add the next-order
terms
As ~(v, t,Qgb) As ~(0)+v8As ~/8 +88A ~/88+ —v
y8 As@&/8v'+-,'8'8'As. ~/88'+vb8gAs. ~/8v M. (2.11)
v' " ImA p~~(v', t,Q', b)
P P V
For spacelike Q', the absorptive parts are nonvanishing
for
~
v
~
& -', (-',M' —P'—Q') with M' being the lowest
value of s or I leading to physical states.
In order to obtain asymptotic sum rules, we shall be
interested in the limit Qp-+ i~ with Q fixed. In this
limit Q' —+ —po; v and b will likewise tend to po, though
linearly rather than quadratically. In the dispersion
relation for the A s we may thus neglect P with respect
to the lower limit of intergation for v'. The above
conjecture is true barring pathological behavior of
ImA; &. Thus all terms of the form of a dispersion
' V. de Alfaro, S. Fubini, G. Fur1an, and A. Rossetti, Ann, Phys.
(N. Y.) 44, 165 (1967);J. Bronzan, 1. Gerstein, B. Lee, and F.
Low, Phys. Rev. Letters 18, 32 (1967); V. Singh, ibid. 18, 36
{1967).
1 " dQp' ImM„„~
M„, s= — (+polynomial) .
-oe 0 0
(3.1)
As Qp —+ i~
M„„~~~ — — ImM„„&dQp'(+ polynomial) . (3.2)
0
The numerator is, however, the equal-time commutator
' F. Dyson, Phys. Rev. 110, 1460 (1958).
III. DERIVATION OF SUM RULES
The idea of the derivation is the same as in Ref. 4.
We write, for fixed Q, a dispersion relation in Qp. This
is just the Low equation:
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of the currents, so that
2(2~) (4~,~,)'t' J' (P, I I g„.(x,p), j,s(0)1IP,)d'a c-'s * (3.3)
We assume the following commutation relations for the
currents; they contradict no commonly used models
(o. model" quark model " and field algebra" ):
I j.-(,0),j"(0))='f-' j"(0)~'( ),
Ljs (x,0),jsc(0)j= —iS c(0)~7&P (x)
+f"j '(0)6'(x), (3 4)
I:j' ( 0),j'(0)j= ~*f"j'(0)~'( )
+odd parity term.
The matrix elements of j„& and 5 & are given by
(2~)'(4nisnit)'t'(p, I j„i'(0) I p, )=P„Ft&(t)+A„F,&(t),
(2~)'(4~s~t)'"(ps
I
S'(o)
I pi) =s'(t) . (3.5)
The number c depends on the model for the commuta-
tion relation. If the fundamental carriers of the currents
are spin-2 particles then c=1. If these are spin-zero
objects or we deal with field algebra, " then c=0. The
Schwinger term S ~ is likewise model-dependent and
may be a c number, as in field algebra. We do assume
that it is symmetric in tr and P.
To obtain the sum rules we compare the covariant
expansion (2.4) with that given in (3.3), (3.4), and (3.5).
We start with the 0-0 components and find
Po'Ai ~(Q', t, v, ti)+2PoQsAs P+2PstteA4 &
+2QoA, A ~+Qo'A, t'+6, 'A
+Ate ~ ~ (2if »/Qs)I Ft&(t)Ps+Ps&(t)hsj. (3.6)
Qp —+ F00
We have assumed that MM vanishes as Qs —+ i~ be-
cause for q& or q2 ~ 0, Mpp involves a retarded product
of a total charge operator. This operator is conserved
or partially conserved; it does not couple to high-mass
states. Another way of saying this is that we assume
that Q„M„„ is bounded by a constant as Qs~ i~, as
implied by the commonly accepted divergence condi-
tions of vector and axial-vector operators. 7" We shall
make the same assumption on Mp;, namely, it tends to
zero as Qs —+ ice. As discussed in Sec. II, the A, & are
assumed to converge rapidly as power-series expansions
in v and 5 in the infinite-Qs limit, so that (except for
As c) we need keep only up to linear terms. Writing
A, s ~ A, s(Q', t,0,0)+v(t)A, s/tlv) (Q, t,0,0)
+8(BA ~/M)(Q' t 0,0) i&6 (3.7)
(and a similar expansion for As &), we then replace v
and b by V~ p p& (3.8)
and identify the coe%cients of the various powers of
Ps and d, s on the right- and left-hand sides of (3.6).
From the coefFicients of I'p, for example, we find
lllil 2Q'A, &(Q', t,0,0)+Q'(r)A, ~/r)v) (Q', t,0,0)
Q pv t', to
+Qs(tlA o &/Bv)(Qs, t,0,0)=2if »'F i'(t). (3.9)
A large number of additional relations are obtained in
the same way and are catalogued in the Appendix.
The same method can then be applied to Mp;,
whereupon another large number of asymptotic rela-
tions are generated. These are also catalogued in the
Appendix. At this point, the equations can, for the most
part, be broken down into conditions on the individual
A, (Q, t,0,0) and their derivatives. One interesting result
is that A tp(Q', t,0,0) ~ $(t) as Qp ~ ice, with the conse-
quence that M;, cannot vanish as 1/Qs if there exist
operator Schwinger terms S(t} We assum. e in this case
that M;;~ (const)8, ;+0(1/Qs), a behavior consistent
with lowest-order perturbation theory of spin-zero
bosons, although perhaps not in higher orders, where
space-space equal-time commutators have a propensity
for not existing. "
However, upon assuming that the space-space equal-
time commutators exist, the same procedure we have
applied to Mpp and Mp; when also applied to M;; com-
pletely fixes the asymptotic behaviors of the Apt'(Q', t,
0,0) and their derivatives. We record the results here,
and some intermediate steps in the Appendix.
A omvamishimg Limits:
Q'A (Q' t 0 0) —+ 2if"»Ft&(t),
Q'A, (Q', t,0,0) —+ 2if »F, (t),
Q'Ar(Q', t,0,0) ~ s(t),
Q A (Q, t,o,O) s(t),
A „(Q,t,o,o) —s(t).
Q ciAs/Bv ~ (c 1)2if~»F—t&(t),
Q48As/M~ (c—1)2if P&Fs&(t),
Q'r)A, r) 2'f P F, (t), —
Q'ciA tp/ci5 —& 2ci f t'&Fs&(t), —
(3.10a)
"M.Gell-Mann and M, Levy, Nuovo Cimento 16, 705 (1960).
"M. Gell-Mann, Phys. Letters 8, 214 (1964).
"T, D. Lee, $. Weinberg, and B. Zumino, Phys. Rev. Letters 18, 1029 (1967).
'8 M. Veltman, Phys. Rev. Letters 17, 553 (1966); M. Nauenberg, Phys. Rev. 154, 1455 (1.967).
"K, Johnson and F. Low, Progr. Theoret. Phys. Suppl. 37 and 38, 74 (1966); A. Vainshtein and B.L. Ioffe, Zh. Eksperim. i Teor.
Fis , Pis'ina v R.edaktisiyu 6, 917 (1967) LEnglish transl. : JETP Letters 6, 341 (1967)g.
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phd gg L($7Ã
i = 1,4,5,9;
i= 2,3,6,7;
Q~ (Q't0 )
Q2A 3(Q2,t,0«0) ~
Q28A «/»
Q 3/A ./QP~ 0«
totics, ' somet'pns of Reggethe assumptionsGiven
record:These we also
i= 2,3,6,7 &
Q'aA. /d~
(3.10b)Q,oaA, /~&
e~ ~4 2A
4g2A 3/(3' ~ 0Q(g2A, /(I p85
t, sum rules.
0 Q
„be translated '"pf these relations
Qo 't0) —+0,I111A] v p Qo dv ImAg ~ —+ 0,
Q2
Qv
In1Ag P' —+0,
t2
V v 2—00
ImA5 t' —+0,
4'~2 t 0) —+2zf »F(&(t),InlA2 s(v',
Qv
ImA6 t' —+0,
Q 3
dv
ImA, ~~0, Qo' dV ImA7"& —+ 0,
t2
(3.11)
e"
"dv
ImA3~& ~ 0,
v
2
00 dV
mA4 ~~0,
t2
Q2
/2
—00
dV
Il11A g'~ 0
t2
V
t'2
2 t 0) ~ —2cif«i21P, 1 (t) .Inl.A lo (" )
' t 0) -+ (c—1)2if' «PvPtv(t)InlA3'(P', Q»
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(1)
(~o)
(&o')
o'Ao(0) —+ 0,
(o)+e' / ~ Q'
QoA, (0)+2eo3(IA 2/Bv ~ 0,
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(Pp')
(~.)
(~og)
(~o')
(P,a,)
(Po~o')
(P.go,)
Q'BA ~/Bv -+ 0,
2Q A, (o)+e BA,)Bb+e BA „/Bb
2gf~»Fg&(t),
2eo'BAs/88+ QoA o (0)~ 0,
e'BgA g/Bb'+ Q'BA, /Bb +0,—
2Qo BAg/Bb+2epA 4(0)+2ep BAg/Bv —+ 0,
2Q'BA /Bb+2Q48gA /8 Bb+Q'BA /8 —+ 0,
Q'BA, /Bb+2Q'BA4/Bv+Q'8'A /Bv' ~ 0.
(A1)
(P')
(P'Po)
(P;Pp')
(P;Pphp)
(P'~p)
(P;6p')
Q'(AgwAg) —+ 2if »Fp(t),
Qp(A g+Q'BA g/8v&egBA /Bv) ~ 0,
Q'BA g/Bv —+ 0,
egBA,/BbyegBA 4/8 v~egBA 5/Bv ~ 0
Qp(e'BA g/Bb+Q'BA g/Bb+A 4%A s$ —+ 0,
Q'(BA4/85&BAs/Bb) ~ 0,
The factor in parentheses indicates the coe%cient of the
particu1ar term. We suppress superscripts eP.
From a similar calculation for Mo; & and 3I;0 I' we
obtain
(e;)
(p.e)
(P"Q)
(Ps~pe')
(~oe')
(&o'Q;)
(p"~.e;)
(~"e')
(p.~"e')
(~.)
(Pptj, ;)
(P,ga;)
(Po~o~~)
(~.~')
(a,ga;)
Q'Ag ~ s(t),
Qp(Ag&Ag+Q'BAg/Bv) ~ 0,
Qg(BA,/BvaBAg/Bv) ~ 0,
Q'(BA g/85+ BA g/Bb
+BAg/Bv&BA7/Bv) ~ 0,
Qp(As+Ay+Q'BAg/86) ~ 0,
Q'(BAg/Bb&BA7/Bb) ~ 0,
Qp'8'Ag/Bv'-+ 0,
QpgBgAg/Bbg ~ 0,
QogB'As/BvBb ~ 0,
eg(AsaA, ) ~ 2if.t"Fp(t) +s(t),
Qo(A4~As+QgBAs/Bv~egBA7/Bv) -+ 0,
Q'(BA 4/Bv& BA s/Bv+ ,'Q'8-'As/Bv') —+ 0
Q'(BA 4/88+ BA s/Bb
+Q'8'Ag/Bv Bb+ BA g/Bv) —+ 0,
Qp(Ag+Q'BAg/Bb+Q'BAz/85) 0,
eg(~egBgAg/Bbg+BA, /Bb) ~ 0. (A2)
The & refer to Mo, t' and M;0 & respectively.
Given these equations, they can be disentangled into the following relations.
QpAg~ 0,
Q'A g ~ 2if~»Fg&(t),
Q'Ag —+ 0,
QpA4~ 0,
QpAs+Qp'BAg/Bb-+ 0,
Q'A g -+ 2if~»F, (t),
Q48gAg/Bv'-+ 0,
Q'A7 —& s(t),
Q'Ag -+ s(t),
QpAg -+ 0,
A is ~ —~(t),
Q'BA g/Bv ~ 0,
Qp'BAg/Bv ~ 0,
Qp'BA g/Bv -+ 0,
QgBA4/Bv —& 0,
Q'BAg/Bv -+ 0,
Qo'BAs/Bv~ 0,
Q48gAs/Bv88 ~ 0,
Qp'BA7/Bv ~ Qp'BA g/Bb,
Qo'BAg/Bv —& 0,
Q'BAg/Bv ~ 0,
Q'BAM/Bv+Q'BAg/Bv —+ —2if »FP(t),
Q'BA o/Bb+Q48A /85 —+ 2i f ~&F y(t). —
Q'BA g/Bb ~ 0,
Qp'BA g/Bb +0, -
Q'BA4/Bb ~ 0,
Q'BAs/Bb -+ 0,
Qo'BAs/Bb ~ 0,
Q48'A g/Bbg +0, —
Qo'BA r/Bb —& 0,
Qo'BAg/Bb ~ 0,
Q'BA g/Bb +0, —
(A3)
Finally, calculation of the limit for jtt/1;; gives a few additional results:
(6 P;Q;)
(P;~;)
(e;~;p.)
(4)
(b;;P,}
(4~p)
These, combined with (A3), give Eqs. (3.10a)
Q'BA g/Bb ~ 0,
QpAs(0) -+ 0,
Q'BAy/Bv ~ 0,
QpLA ~p(0)+~(t)j~ o
Q'BA gp/8 v ~ 2ci f~»Fp (t), —
QgBA, o/Bb —+ 2czf »Fg~(t) . —
and (3.10b).
